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Since educational management is being used in various fields like law, administration, business, political science, industry, and economics; a single accepted definition of the said term does not hypothetically exist. However, in summary, educational management is a planned implementation of rules with founding principle as guidelines. It relates primarily to the technique of classroom procedure which are derived largely from the practice of successful teachers.

In Layman’s term, it consists of best practices to provide optimum education for the learners. In order to provide optimum education for the learners, a school manager needs comprehensive effort in order to achieve specific educational objectives. It deals with the educational practices whereas educational philosophy sets the goals, educational psychology explains the principles, and educational administration tells how to achieve educational objectives and principles.

Having a concrete plan in the educational timeline of the learners will teach them various concepts as well as the skills that they have to be equipped with in order to face real life challenges. The success of the students declares a lot about the implementation of an educational manager throughout the whole process—the main reason why educational management is indeed important.

Educational management is concerned with both human and material resources which are essential. In the very reason that the degree of success of the educational management of any educational program depends upon the degree of co-ordination and organization
of these resources. Without these pivot resources, educational management will ultimately fail because these principles, objectives and philosophies will not come to life.
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